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Synopsis 
 

Four final-year students found themselves in search of a way to rediscover the value of the                
unadulterated natural world and genuine, practical teamwork, a mission made all the more significant in               
an age of industrialised consumption and urbanised populations. The project aim was to complete a               
hike of approximately 250km, across the challenging landscape of Iceland, in twenty days, with no form                
of support save what we were able to carry with us. In doing so, we expected to (a) develop a healthy                     
awareness and acceptance of our own limits and vulnerabilities, and (b) be adaptable and self-sufficient               
to some degree, while also being extremely conscious of the imperatives of collaboration and mutual               
support. . “Elements”, the project’s title, alludes to Iceland as combining earth, air, fire and water - the                  
four basic elements common to Greek, Japanese, Norse, Chinese, Egyptian and Buddhist philosophy. 

Our approach was to research existing trails and hiking routes using existing guides, satellite              
imagery and maps. The hiking route was to begin in southwest Iceland, be feasibly passable on foot by                  
an intermediate group of hikers, combine established trails with untravelled paths, and include safe              
stopping points along the way. In keeping with the hike’s objectives, we sought to maximise - within                 
reason - the variety of landscapes travelled through, making a particular effort to travel through local                
landmarks and to incorporate the four classical elements into the journey. We brought all our               
impressions together in a blog named the Thórsmörkers (see http://thorsmorkers.wordpress.com). 

In the event, the trip did not go entirely according to plan, owing to higher levels of snowfall at                   
lower altitudes than would normally have been expected in mid-June, and some naïvety on our part.                
Unusually, many of the mountain passes were still under several metres of snow. After making slow but                 
determined progress for four days, we were forced to turn back and return to our starting point when                  
the path became too dangerous to follow. Our contingency plan involved returning to the capital,               
Reykjavik, and hitchhiking to our final destination, Höfn, and completing a week-long hike in the area. 

The more existential aims of the trip, however, were more than fulfilled. Exposure to the               
brutal, uncompromising reality of nature was humbling and particularly poignant in the context of              
humanity’s continued overexploitation of natural resources and the impending, crucial, climate talks in             
Paris later in the year aiming to curb such exploitation. We were forcefully reminded of the indifference                 
of nature to the plight of homo sapiens. Temperatures and sea levels may rise, volcanoes may erupt,                 
arable lands may be laid waste - but Iceland’s mountains will outlast us. 

Finally, the trip was a potent exercise in teamwork, leadership and commitment. We endured a               
gruelling journey together, only very occasionally disagreeing, and supporting each other throughout.            
Some of us were stronger, others weaker. The support we showed to each other was vitally important.                 
Time and time again, working together made the difference. We learnt to truly appreciate the value of                 
mutual respect and friendship.  

In sum, the hike did not go as expected, but it surpassed all expectations in every other respect.                  
Three primary lessons emerged: the importance of (a) adaptability, (b) respect for the natural world (3)                
respecting and listening to each other. We would enthusiastically recommend that others undertake             
similar challenges, in light of the three lessons outlined above. We would also, however, stress the                
importance of exhaustive preparation that leaves no stone unturned. Our own lack of proper              
preparation did not have serious consequences, but we were excessively naïve in this regard.  
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Section A - Introduction 
 

Our project involved spending three weeks hiking from Thórsmörk, in south west Iceland, to              
Höfn, on the eastern coast. The route we initially aimed to complete was approximately 250km long,                
across a challenging and various landscape. Our chosen route took us from volcanic plains to hot                
springs, rivers to glaciers, and mountain tops to valleys. The hike reflected a return to the fundamental                 
philosophical appreciation of, and interaction with, nature exercised through proximity to the basic             
elements themselves, and dependence on each other for support and encouragement. 

In completing the hike, we aimed to extend the knowledge base of the areas explored. The                
practical details of the hike would be documented for the benefit of other travellers and our own                 
self-reflection. As we went, we would also record our thoughts and experiences through photography              
and the written word, reflecting on our mistakes and successes, the significance of what we had                
undergone and how it had changed the way we thought.  

Two members of our group came across the idea for a trek in late November, having                
embarked on our final year of study at Warwick University. The closeted language, immobility and               
solitude of academia was proving somewhat suffocating, as was the perpetual hamster wheel of              
overconsumption and overconnectivity that increasingly pervades the lives of young people. We felt the              
need to escape both of these phenomena in pursuit of a more fundamental, genuine connection with                
nature and with each other. After brainstorming a few possible locations for a three-week hike, we                
settled on Iceland.  

The longer the idea germinated, the more important it seemed to us to use the time available                 
after completing our degrees to put our plans into practice. The Lord Rootes Memorial Fund was                
uniquely empowered to provide funding for projects of this nature - without an explicit academic               
research focus, geared towards the personal development and learning of its awardees. We had agreed               
to carry out the project with or without funding, but the acceptance of our application galvanised us.                 
Zena was a late addition to the trip, replacing Emilia Antiglio, who had been the designated                
photographer in the initial group, but who was forced to drop out due to a chronic injury. We were also                    
fortunate to welcome Justus Laugwitz to join us (at his own expense), a Warwick PPE graduate                
completing his Masters degree in Economics at Edinburgh University. 

Months in advance, we began planning travel, division of labour, itineraries and equipment             
needs. We also decided to set up and populate a blog page after the trip, on our own initiative, detailing                    
our trip in a more accessible manner for the general public. This report is a requirement of the Lord                   
Rootes Memorial Fund, but also a useful opportunity for us to reflect on our experiences and assess the                  
value of the challenge we have undergone, and how we responded to unexpected difficulties. As Robert                
Burns wrote (prophetically in this case): 

The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men 
Gang aft agley, 
An' lea'e us nought but grief an' pain, 
For promis'd joy!  1

1 Burns (1785) 
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Iceland 
 

Given that we were nature-lovers and experienced hikers, Iceland represented both a practical             
challenge and an opportunity to explore some of the most remote, untouched places on the planet.                
Iceland is one of the few remaining relatively untouched natural sanctuaries, and is home to an                
extraordinary, utterly unique blend of extreme landscapes.  

Even aside from its unique geography and outstanding natural beauty, Iceland was a topical              
place to be for students of politics. Several months before we left, American filmmaker Eileen Jerrett                
visited Warwick to premiere her film, Blueberry Soup. The film chronicled the collapse of Iceland’s               
bloated banking sector in 2008, and the ensuing political crisis into which the country was plunged,                
including the development and writing of a new constitution by Icelandic citizens aiming to implement               
social justice, retreat from consumerism and repatriate political and economic power.  

Expected outcomes 
 

We intended to complete the full route outlined above, and our itinerary required us to travel                
10-12km per day, allowing some room for delays and changes of plan. As per the risk assessment                 
carried out prior to leaving, we knew that extreme or volatile weather was least likely during the                 
summer, but mapped all available shelters and routes to safety in advance to minimise the danger to                 
ourselves. We knew there was a substantial likelihood that we would have to adapt some of the route,                  
however. Accidents, injuries, illness, weather conditions and snow cover were all relatively            
unpredictable factors that could force a change in our plans. As such, we were open to altering the                  
route, particularly given that our safety was paramount at all times. 

We did not expect the hike to be easy. Indeed, we fully anticipated it to highlight our own                  
physical and mental vulnerabilities, forcing us to be more self-sufficient and adaptable than we were               
used to. Once we began, there would be no easy exit - we would have to rely on ourselves and each                     
other to keep going. This was the outcome we sought above all else: completing the exact route we had                   
detailed was of secondary importance. Whichever route we did follow, we wanted to ensure that we                
contributed to the knowledge base of the area by keeping a detailed record of our progress, and                 
encouraged others to follow in our footsteps, where appropriate. We would document the route itself,               
and make practical observations for fellow travellers’ benefit, including weather conditions, hiking            
conditions, landscape and camping conditions. Upon our return, we would reflect on the experience              
and what we learnt from it (individually and collectively) through the appropriate media, primarily              
(amateur!) photography and the written word. This report, complemented by our blog            
(http://thorsmorkers.wordpress.com), records these observations and reflections. 

Scope  
 

This report contains the documentary record of our journey, including photography, journal entries,             
annotated maps and geographical observations. First, we explain our planned route and the rationale              
behind it. Second, we go through the journey chronologically, using our respective journal entries as a                
resource, and explaining deviations from our initial route. Finally, we conclude with some reflections              
on the journey and recommendations for fellow travellers. Please see appendices for our packing              
checklist, selected photography and reflective pieces.  
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Section B - Execution 

Planned Route 
 

After Oliver’s experience hiking the Kungsleden Trail in the Arctic Circle of Sweden the previous               
summer, there was a strong emphasis on choosing a similar climate, though more challenging terrain to                
hike on. Arctic climates in the summer are usually fairly pleasant, especially compared to hotter climates                
which would pose risks of overheating over a long-term hike. Furthermore, the 24 hour sunlight was                
highly advantageous for hiking. Once we agreed to hike in a Arctic wilderness, we settled on either                 
Iceland or Greenland, both very remote and relatively unexplored territories that appeared both             
beautiful and challenging. However, Greenland is not only extremely expensive to travel to, but it is so                 
vast and so sparsely populated, that it would be highly likely that unless we were prepared to an                  
extremely high extent, any mistake or incidents could be very dangerous as it would be so difficult to                  
reach help. Furthermore our research showed that Greenland, in the South where it is greenest and                
thus more amenable hiking terrain, was also more exposed to storm-force wind, whilst in the north it                 
exposed us to severe cold and risk of polar bears.  
 
Ultimately, we decided not only that Greenland was too dangerous a risk relative to our expertise and                 
potential resources, but that Iceland was in fact alluring in so many more ways. Iceland struck a balance                  
between so many different elements that combined nature with ourselves and our thoughts as this               
report strikes at with wind, water, fire and earth.  
 
To determine the route, we found a handful of semi-established trails, though most turned out either to                 
be well-known shorter trails or longer dirt-road tracks across the interior of the country. Conscious that                
we wanted to merge semi-established tracks with our own exploration of the territory, we decided to                
research and plot known natural landmarks that encapsulated the different elements within Iceland.             
Doing this over a Google-Map of Iceland, a trail almost started to appear before our eyes in the                  
South-East of the island from Thórsmörk in the west to Höfn in the southeast (see fig. 1 - digital map                    
is available at: https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=zE_iKolqPdR0.k_R6r2Fnv9vw).    
This appeared to be a route of potentially challenging yet achievable length and terrain encompassing a                
journey not only physically but mentally stimulating.  
 
There were several risks we highlighted at an early stage. Notably, there were two significantly sized                
glaciers directly enroute. Traversing a glacier is a huge risk to experts, let alone us, however the route                  
never took us more than 20-30 km from the single road that spans Iceland at these crucial points,                  
allowing us in theory to be flexible. In addition, the start of the route from Thórsmörk is one of the                    
most hiked trails in Iceland, which also in theory gave us access to the expertise that would be stationed                   
there and give us a welcoming start that could prepare us for tougher terrain ahead.  
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Fig. 1 - Map of Iceland detailing proposed route  2

Chronology 

 

Part One: Thórsmörk to Landmannalaugar 

 
The flexibility our planned route (see fig. 2, nightly resting points in red) gave us - especially the relative                   
distance of only a few days to settlements or support - was, in the event, highly appreciated. Thórsmörk                  
is a station on the floor of a glacial plateau beneath the North side of Eyjafjallajökull (the volcano that                   
famously erupted in 2010, grounding air traffic in Western Europe for a short while). This was a                 
relatively sheltered terrain with plenty of day-hike opportunities. After cooking lunch and asking for              
directions, we set off, gaining elevation with almost every step. This quick elevation immediately              
proved challenging and it took the day to adjust to the somewhat Martian red-black sandy and rocky                 
landscape, and pinpoint our location and progress on the map. After a day and a half of constant but                   
steady elevation, we reached the next station, which was unoccupied. To that point we had seen only a                  
little snow (useful for getting water from) and had good weather. The nights were light, the views were                  
spectacular and we were building a strong kinship as a team. 
 
Our progress was better than expected. As the 11km ahead of us to the next station was mostly over                   
flat ground, we decided it was a good opportunity to try a night-hike. So we had dinner, cleared up and                    
hiked up a ledge to the plateau ahead of us. What awaited us was not only an incredible view of an                     
evidently volcanic landscape, but several kilometres of continuous, virgin snow with only a few rocky               
outcrops near the path. As snow hides almost all characteristics of the landscape, including rivers, we                
weighed up the potential dangers of proceeding. Between us we were confident in our map reading                
abilities to be able to keep to the hidden path by reference to surrounding mountains. Oliver and Justus                  
had previous experience with snow-hiking and this was to be expected at some point, though not this                 
early into the hike.  
 

2 Google Imagery and TerraMetrics (2015) 
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Fig. 2 - Planned route from Thórsmörk to Landmannalaugar 

 
We proved adept at negotiating our way through this landscape more-or-less along the hidden path.               
The snow gave us the advantage of having a level surface to walk over, but sapped our energy much                   
more quickly than solid ground, with every footstep sinking at least an inch and having to be pulled                  
back out of the snow. Trekking was steady, but slow and draining and rocky outcrops proved very                 
useful; resting directly on snow is a risk, yet very tempting.  
 
As we traversed the plateau and it passed midnight, it became clear to us that our progress was much                   
slower than we anticipated and that it was starting to become much colder with a wind chill developing                  
taking us to around minus 10-15 degrees centigrade. Our clothing fully prepared us for this and we                 
battled on through. Until this point, every river we had met had either a man-made bridge or an                  
ice-bridge. The snow everywhere was at least two meters thick on average, and approximately half a                
meter of compacted snow is safe for a single person to walk across. Across the plateau we had met two                    
small streams by this point we could simply walk across on the ice that covered most of the streams.  
 
However, at 3am we met a larger and wider river without any bridge (ice or human made). We could                   
not turn back as we had no energy to do so and we could not set up camp on the ice as sleeping on ice,                         
even with a roll-mat, would pose a significant risk of hypothermia. We had no choice to cross. Luckily                  
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the river came up only to our knees at the deepest point and was no more than 10 meters wide. At the                      
part of the river with a gravel island in the middle we stripped down in the freezing cold and crossed.                    
Safely to say it was one of the most painful things each of us had ever done. The quote of the night was                       
‘I’d rather have to take an entire undergraduate degree in pure economics from scratch and have to get                  
a first under pain of death than ever do that again’.  
 
It was then we instinctively had to act as a team to get each other across one at a time and ensure that                       
we were dried and clothed as soon as physically possible, despite our very numb limbs. The hut was                  
only 2km away and when we found it, it was unoccupied but, like the last hut, an emergency room was                    
left open of which we were extremely grateful. It was at this point, only two days in, that it was                    
becoming clearer to us that the terrain was harsher than we had expected. It was not unachievable at                  
this this point (so long as we did no more night hikes), but we’d have to be very conscious of how                     
much more snow there was ahead of us.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3 - In detail - What we accomplished (Day 1-3) 
 
The next day, we hiked 4km to the next hut (fig. 3, Day 3), which was situated in front of a large lake,                       
entirely hidden to us under the ice. This short hike was a welcome respite and restored our confidence.                  
However, the terrain ahead of us for the following day would elevate us by 500m. The view from the                   
hut allowed us to plan the ascent and relate the few visible landmarks to those on the map, giving us a                     
clear idea of where the trail intended us to go. We could combine our observations with the map to                   
weigh up what was feasible and sensible on an ongoing basis. We managed to maximize the rocky                 
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outposts we could rest at along the way, and used them as bridges during the exhausting ascent. This                  
also reduced as far as possible the number of mapped or visible crevases we would have to cross over                   
ice-bridges to two. These were traversed one at a time with use of rope as a safety and our hiking sticks                     
as measures for each foot-step ahead of us. As the ice had proved so far, it was easily strong enough to                     
take our weight. 
 
The rest of the ascent was far from easy. It took a serious toll on a couple of us, raising serious                     
questions as to whether we could manage an ascent like it again, even without the snow. The                 
combination of the snow, the steep inclines and the energy expended in reaching the summit made us                 
increasingly uneasy about what lay ahead. Indeed, upon arriving at the summit, we encountered              
steaming geothermal vents, spewing a sulphurous smell, on one side, and a canyon beyond which was a                 
glacier, on the other side. It began to dawn on us that it was a serious risk to continue. As two of us                       
scouted ahead, we realised that there was a 20-30m wall of snow ahead of us and the path leading to                    
this wall of snow was covered in vents and cravasses, efectively invisible until the final footstep, as the                  
deep snow disguised all. To carry on would have to been to go through a dangerous and disorienting                  
landscape - injuries, falls or worse were a very real possibility. At that point, we made the call to turn                    
back (see fig. 4). 
 
It was only then, realising that we were potentially three days away from the nearest person, that it                  
started to dawn on us why we had come out here. We enjoyed a spectacular view we had truly earned                    
and realised that to retrace our steps was not an easy way out, it would be a challenge in and of itself.                      
Each footstep taken was not simply an instrumental means of progressing to the next destination:               
rather, each footstep was valuable in and of itself, symbolising a certain one-ness with, and exposure to,                 
the harsh wilderness and the unforgiving elements.  
 
In the 5 days it took for us to return to Thórsmörk, we took one to rest and reflect on this. The fishing                       
rod that we had brought along as an afterthought was appreciated (though not for catching fish as it                  
transpired) and our camaraderie made all the difference. On that day we talked about International               
Relations, Political Economies, governance structures, wars, development, and philosophy, not just on            
an abstract level, nor on a current affairs level, but how we could personally relate and understand this.                  
From the isolated distance in the hut surrounded by no-one and nothing, we reflected without artificial                
prompt, but our own collective will. On the way back, we crossed the dreaded 3am river again. So                  
much for that Economics degree. 
 
The way back also gave us time to reflect on the next stages of the journey, Everything had been                   
compromised except our determination to hike. Luckily, given that we had all the maps we needed, we                 
were able to adapt our plans to travel to Skaftafell by using public transport or hitchhiking (the                 
approximate halfway point on our original route) and hike to Höfn (our original destination). 
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Fig. 4 - In detail - Turning back (Day 4-9) 

 

Part Two: Höfn 

 
On a budget, we forked out for the mini-bus back to Reykjavik and drew up a plan to hitch-hike across                    
Iceland to Skaftafell, then from there to Höfn at the other end. A couple of us had previous                  
hitchhiking experience and considering bus tickets cost less than renting a car, it seemed the only                
option open to us under the circumstances. We anticipated the journey taking a couple of days if we                  
split into twos (Justus at this point had to leave us as planned anyway to return to complete his Master’s                    
thesis).  
 
In the event, it only took us three rides and one day to cross the whole of Iceland. Each car picked not                      
just two of us up, but all of us. Some incredibly kind and generous people - from tour guides to tourists                     
- gave us advice, support and food along the way. Memorably, our final driver, Drew from Boston,                 
Massachusetts, was determined to drive as far possible that day due to his short transfer window on                 
Iceland, which ensured we’d get to Skaftafell that night. Once we arrived, at around midnight, it                
became apparent that due to the unseasonably cold weather, the hiking routes we had planned to use                 
were all closed until further notice due to glacial melt and dangerous paths. The only remaining option                 
was to continue onwards to Höfn, then attempt to explore the mountain valleys to the North of it.                  
They were at a lower altitude, and certainly below the level at which we met snow during the first few                    
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days. Our good fortune continued: Drew was driving through Höfn anyway and would happily take us                
with him. 
 
 
At midnight, we crossed a bridge bordering a lagoon of icebergs. We pulled up to witness the strange,                  
eerie sight of icebergs gliding silently along a serene, tranquil surface, occasionally colliding and grinding               
together as they did so. We saw flocks of Arctic terns ahead of us, diving for fish in amongst the ice,                     
and several seals weaving in and out of the icebergs themselves. At the sign of marine life, we excitedly                   
attempted fishing in an iceberg lagoon at midnight - again unsuccessfully (but, we maintain, that’s not                
the point). 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 - Hiking route around Höfn 
 
 
Waking up to Höfn the next day, it was clear that the mountains we were looking to hike through to                    
the North were barely snow-covered. They looked much more like the terrain that we had expected                
from the start. The first day, after a rude awakening by the campsite owner for payment at 6am, was                   
brilliant. We soon got off the road and onto soft, mossy terrain surrounded on all sides by a scree slope                    
valley that resembled hiking through a gateway to another world. That evening we sighted a reindeer                
across the valley and ended up sleeping very comfortably on the soft mossy ground (see fig. 5, Day 1).  
 
At the back of our minds, though, we were very conscious that our first big ascent since the day we had                     
had to turn back near Thórsmörk was coming up at the end of the valley (see fig. 5, Day 2). We faced it                       
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the following day in order to get into the next valley. Indeed, each valley was effectively a fortress: the                   
only viable options were either (a) going back the way we came or (b) climbing over the valley walls.                   
Over we went. As we approached the scree slopes, towards the end of the valley we encountered an                  
entire herd of reindeer that we were to stumble across again intermittently as we ascended. The ascent                 
turned out to be far harsher than we had anticipated, particularly given the uneven, slippery rubble                
underfoot. The route the map advocated involved scaling a very dangerous scree slope - hard to                
attempt even without our heavy back-packs. 
 
Studying the map and scouting ahead, we found an alternative route up the slopes that was marginally                 
longer, but allowed us to reach the same destination at the summit of the head of the valley. Once                   
again, the alternative route turned out to not be easy at all. Once we had committed to the ascent, the                    
initial stages proved the scariest bit of hiking we had yet encountered, involving crossing waterfalls and                
attempting to remain upright on the treacherous scree and faced with howling winds. Having              
regrouped upon completing the ascent, it was clear that it would be too dangerous to turn back and                  
repeat the route - thus, the only path lay ahead of us. The wind was howling ferociously and we had to                     
get off the exposed side of the valley mountain as soon as possible. Owing to the elevation, we hit                   
snow once again (though nothing near as deep or ubiquitous as anything experienced previously). This               
slowed our pace and as midnight approached it was clear that the ascent had again taken its toll on                   
members of the team. 
 
A couple of us ventured ahead - we still had phone signal and gave the two behind a whistle to use if                      
they hit trouble. We needed to get to the other side and down into the next valley as quickly as we were                      
able to, set up tent in a safe and sheltered location, and rest. As we ventured ahead, a baby reindeer                    
appeared, lost and wandering across the ice in front of us. The view behind it was truly something                  
reminiscent of Middle Earth. What sort of omen the reindeer calf was, we did not know, but we found,                   
as we descended, a stunted Icelandic forest below us, providing the sanctuary we were after. It was                 
roughly 3am by the time we got settled safely down in the valley, but we had faced and conquered yet                    
another unexpectedly difficult challenge.  
 
The next day presented us with a confluence of feelings somewhere between determination and              
exhaustion. We wanted to go on, but realised that we had broached our own personal limits the                 
previous night. The ledge ahead of us, taking us into the next valley, appeared to have an incline half as                    
steep as that of the previous day. The distance was short on the map (see fig. 5, Day 3), but as we were                       
finding out, that rarely equated to a stroll. This final ascent, though not huge compared to what we had                   
conquered before, was out of proportion to what our exhausted bodies could cope with. It tested us as                  
a group, but likewise our kinship and stoic spirits kept us together, and kept us moving.  
 
Interestingly, the final major challenge was simply descending into the wide, stream-filled valley below              
us. Eventually, after some false starts, we found a safe way down over moss-bound rubble, taking us                 
past the red and turquoise cliffs we had been staring over from the top. Once in the valley itself, we set                     
up tent astride a large boulder which gave us our shelter for the night. The next day we called time on                     
the adventure: the plan now was to seek the end of the hike. We would hike to the main road that same                      
day, and hitch-hike the next day back to Höfn to rent a car for the journey back. 
 
At no time, as we decided to call an end to each stage of the hike, did we ever feel defeated. We felt                       
that we had found our limits and conquered the boundaries of what was possible to us, particularly in                  
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the context of unpredictable and extremely testing conditions. It was only the penetrating rain we               
encountered on that very final day hiking down the valley towards the road (see fig. 5, Day 4), that ever                    
came close to jeopardising the whole trip. That night, despite crafting a shelter in a fir-tree forest next                  
to an abandoned household, one of the tents became enveloped in a puddle. To our retrospective                
amusement, the gentle, persistent rain was what pushed us to rock bottom in terms of morale. The next                  
day, Oliver and Jemma stayed behind to guard the sodden tents from the onslaught of quietly grazing                 
sheep and now constantly drizzling rain, whilst Zena and Alex hitch-hiked to Höfn, returning that               
afternoon with our rented chariot, ready to drive back to Icelandic civilisation, and eventually, to the                
UK.  
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Section C - Conclusion 
 

 

Seven months ago, four slightly naïve and faintly reckless Warwick University finalists came together to               
map out the most ambitious adventure they had ever undertaken. The plan was to trek for 250km                 
across some of the most challenging but spectacular terrain that Iceland had to offer; a route                
incorporating the four basic elements of classical philosophy - air, water, earth and fire. We had to                 
make significant alterations to the route as the terrain became unexpectedly difficult and dangerous.              
Did this mean we had failed to achieve our objectives? Most certainly not. 
 
In practical terms, our objective was to embark upon a pioneering hiking route, designed to be both                 
picturesque and accessible to hikers of an intermediate level, and leave guidance and observations              
useful to the hiking community. Route alterations notwithstanding, we have produced a detailed             
analysis of the route we undertook, and have provided a wealth of knowledge about the area, the                 
terrain and weather conditions. We hope that future hikers will learn from our mistakes and will                
partake in similar adventures that allow them to experience all that the Icelandic wilderness has to offer.                 
More importantly, our Icelandic adventure involved so much more than the hike itself. Beyond              
practical matters, its key purpose was to test our resilience and to help us gain an awareness of both our                    
own vulnerabilities and the immutability of the forces of nature. There was no greater way to do so                  
than to leave behind the world of digital communication and consumerism (where we can access               
everything we need through 24-hour superstores or at the click of a button over the Internet), for a                  
place where we had to carry everything we needed to survive for three weeks on our backs.  
 
The planning process highlighted the importance of effective preparation. How many calories would             
we need to carry for a three week hike? What would be the most efficient way of ensuring we got all of                      
our energy and nutrition? Could we use the same t-shirts for a week? Even before leaving Warwick, we                  
became increasingly conscious of just how frivolous and extravagant we are as a society; washing               
clothes after a few hours of wear, eating far more calories than we need, and demanding far more                  
variety in our diet than our health requires and local producers can deliver. This trip required us to                  
whittle backpacks down to the essentials that required to survive. No luxury item could be afforded.  
 
Right from the start, we faced tests of our resilience and physical capabilities. Even after purging some                 
supplies before setting off, our bags weighed around 20-25kg, far heavier than many of us had carried                 
before. The terrain was far more challenging than most of us had experienced or anticipated. In one                 
particular instance, one of us offered to help another scale a dangerous slope of scree. Pride clouded                 
judgment, they vehemently refused, then slipped and fell, narrowly avoiding injury. Any such mistake              
could have impacted negatively on the whole team, possibly requiring us to change the route,               
redistribute weight and supplies, or call for emergency mountain rescue. All of us came to realise that                 
nature has no time for arrogance, ego or pride. More importantly, it highlighted how the trip itself was                  
much bigger than us as the atomistic individuals so endemic to rationalist political and economic               
thought. In day-to-day life, the culture of individualism is drilled into us. Asking for help is seen as a                   
sign of weakness or failure. In Iceland, we realised it was in fact a sign of strength, essential to the                    
success of our endeavours. The individual did not matter. We all needed to reach the end destination,                 
and there would be no points awarded for those who reached it first, or who reached it alone.  
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The importance of the collective over the individual was evident throughout the hike. Some were more                
experienced and capable than others, with certain skills in areas that would not be appreciated or even                 
discovered in day-to-day, economically productive life (e.g. fixing a hiking boot using only moss and               
twigs). However, it was not all about ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ individuals, but about the system in which                 
everyone played a valuable role. On a particularly challenging day, one of our team was concerned that                 
they were not as ‘strong’ as the others, and feared they may be holding the team back - an                   
individualistic analysis. Our ability to get through the trip was based on more than just the obvious                 
individual tasks, like map-reading and burden-carrying. Equally important were the song someone sang             
in the morning to keep people motivated, the ability to reframe a negative event to lift people’s spirits                  
or to defuse an argument. We relied on each other constantly, particularly for emotional strength and                
support. 
 
The hike also allowed us to discover an almost entirely unadulterated landscape and gain an               
appreciation for natural beauty away from the consumeristic lifestyle of the UK. In this respect, we                
could not have hoped for a better outcome. The unusually cold weather meant that we were the first                  
hikers of the season in most of the areas we explored. The snow was completely clean, with our five                   
sets of feet leaving the first marks on the path. Whilst it became increasingly clear that the trail was                   
empty for a reason, there was something transcendental about being out in the wilderness so far from                 
civilisation, and indeed human contact.  
 
When we turned back during the first stage of the journey, we were four days walk from other people.                   
This was the most isolated we had ever been, but also the most at-peace and free. We were four days                    
away from pollution, traffic jams, crowds and cities. The moment was truly ours - there was no                 
Tweeting our location, uploading Facebook statuses, or Snapchatting selfies of our tired, windswept             
faces. The outside world had no idea where we were or how we were feeling. Yet even out there, we                    
still had a phone signal. Whilst this should have been cause for relief (a lifeline to rescue teams), we                   
nonetheless felt a slight pang of disappointment. Though untouched landscapes still exist, the             
urbanised, technologically-ravaged world is never far away and steadily encroaches upon these spaces.  
 
Finally, May 2015 was an important juncture for all of us. We had completed our respective degrees                 
and were making our way into the world of full-time employment. Iceland provided valuable space and                
time to truly reflect on our time at Warwick and consider the directions we wanted to move in. We                   
bonded over our shared love of politics by discussing everything from the Palestine conflict and UK                
Labour Party politics to queer theory and cultural appropriation. Reflecting, analysing and pontificating             
on big political issues - and doing so not for the purpose of passing an exam, but to truly think about                     
how people can make the world a better place - was a liberating experience. Yet, paradoxically, Iceland                 
showed us that none of it really mattered on a holistic level. No matter how many wars are waged, how                    
many elections contested, or social justice gains made, the rivers continue flowing, the mountains still               
loom large, and the brutal wind chill will not relent. Our choices will never change the rivers and                  
mountains of Iceland, but Iceland has forever changed us. In the world of full-time work, finding time                 
and space for reflection and discussions such as we had in the wilderness can be extremely difficult.                 
Iceland provided us with that space. In some sense there was a finality about it; four politics students                  
coming together one last time to discuss the things that mattered most, and decide what they were                 
going to do about them.  
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Appendix 
 

A - Packing Checklist 

General 

 
- Walking socks 
- Sleeping bag 
- Roll mat 
- Hat & gloves 
- Waterproof jacket 
- Camera 
- Towel 
- Thermal underwear 
- Thermal trousers 
- Thermal top 
- Waterproof trousers 

 

Equipment 

 
- Backpack 60L 
- Hiking boots 
- Ice grip for boots 
- First Aid kit 
- Pot with Lid 
- Sponge for Dishes 
- Stove 
- Gas for stove 
- Satellite Phone 
- Walking pole 
- Rope 
- Tent 
- Waste shovel 
- Toilet Paper 
- Fishing Rod + Flies 
- Chopping board 
- Kettle 
- Water shoes 
- Pen knife 
- Thermos 
- Solar charger / external battery pack 
- Water bottle 
- Cutlery/plates/bowl 
- Matches/ lighter 
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Food 

 
- High calorie cereal bars 
- Noodles 
- Chocolate Bars 
- Packet soups 
- Tinned fish 
- Sausages, meat, cheese 
- Rose Hip Soup 
- Salt, Pepper, Spice 
- Knakerbrod 
- Tea 
- Milk powder 
- Muesli, Granola 
- Porridge 
- Nuts, Raisins, Dried Fruit 
- Infusions 
- Hot Chocolate 
- Cuppa Soup 
- Instant Noodles 
- Banana chips 
- Dried Cranberries 
- Dried Mango 
- Breakfast biscuits 
- Caramel bars 
- Peanut butter 
- Couscous 
- Porridge 
- Raisins 
- Mix nuts and fruit 
- Trail mix bag 
- Peanuts 
- Cashew nuts 
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B - Reflective Piece 

 
Zena Agha 
 
I was something of a late addition to the team. One of the members dropped out due to injury and I                     
stepped in with no idea, then, what I was getting myself in for. I saw it as a much-needed adventure                    
between the stresses of finals and the impending move to grad school in the US. Honestly, I was                  
grateful for the time to unplug from the tedious world of emails, commutes and technology. I felt like it                   
offered time to pause, to think. 
 
Certainly, Iceland delivered in that regard. There is something simultaneously unnerving and            
overpowering in seeing snow-capped mountains meet aquamarine-blue skies, or else witnessing the            
hypnotizing beauty of a waterfall as white foam tumbles into the valley. The most overpowering               
element was the silence. We are so used to noise pollution: cars, planes, the mundane hum of the fridge                   
or the perpetual buzz of the phone. Here, the silence was unending. For the first time in a long time,                    
my thoughts followed their natural conclusion. Nothing was forced as nature stood stock still whilst I                
worked an array of things out in my head. Things crystallized, materialised and disappeared whilst I                
walked through the snow, grass and volcanic ash. 
 
The beauty of the landscape was extraordinary. On the first morning after camping in the mountains,                
Alex and I went to the cliff edge and looked out over a deceptively large mountain range (perspective is                   
different when humans haven’t tampered with it) across to a waterfall. It was a Monday morning,                
around 9am GMT and in my mind’s eye I could see commuters on London’s Piccadilly line en route to                   
work, I could see the latest spat on twitter, I could see the exhausted parents hoping for another 10                   
minutes in bed and I realised how insignificant the whole enterprise was. Or rather, how much we                 
overstate its importance. It reminded me forcefully of a play I once saw with the haunting line: ‘in a 100                    
years, there will be all new people’, and yet here I stood looking at water succumb to gravity realising                   
that this happens every minute of every day and in this very moment – where I’m sitting at my dorm                    
room desk at midnight on a Wednesday – the waterfall carries on, oblivious. Yes, in a 100 years there                   
will other students sitting at their desks but that waterfall will be unrelenting. 
 
The landscape was beautiful but brutalising. We endured freezing night-hikes, treacherous scree-ing and             
endless river crossings in water that froze the blood – the epitome of which was the horrendous 3am                  
crossing just one kilometre from the hut in -10c winds. The image of me and Jemma stripping to our                   
knickers (in order to not get the trousers wet) and making the horrific journey is as traumatising as it is                    
comical. 
 
Invariably, we had to learn to tolerate one another fairly quickly. Grudges would not do and it was our                   
duty to pick each up and support each other in whatever ways we could. We found interesting                 
dynamics developing as more and more days passed where we did not speak to a soul outside our                  
group of 5 (then 4). Truths emerged more readily, trust developed very quickly and friendships formed                
that would have taken months in usual circumstances. We bonded over music in huts, talk Labour                
party politics in tents, eating watery muesli in thermals and confided in each other when we were                 
apprehensive. In other words, an intimacy, love and respect flourished as we discovered the mammoth               
task we had set ourselves. The dynamic flowed, and more than once, we relied on each other physically,                  
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emotionally and, most importantly, mentally. For instance, upon learning that we had to turn back at                
the top of freezing mountain having suffered snow blindness and surrounded by geothermal vents, we               
all felt demoralised but we debated and negotiated as a team and ultimately supported each other in the                  
descent. 
 
The hours of walking enabled the mind to wander and explore the parts of myself that I had postponed                   
due to the various stresses of the modern world. Simple pleasures became a lifeline: reading               
pan-African fiction in a warm sleeping bag, drinking mint tea as we shared stories, seeing the sun blaze                  
coolly overhead…all of these moment are thrown into relief in a world that readily forgets the simple                 
things which make us human. 
 
The diversity of the scenery was coupled with the variety of experiences: from hitch-hiking across the                
country in one day to driving back through rain and low-hanging clouds. Discovering the many               
dimensions of Reykjavík and walking to lighthouses, eating in hidden burger joints and getting              
accustomed to the strangeness of perpetual daylight, all combined to make the trip one of the most                 
exhilarating, thrilling and challenging adventures I have ever undertaken. It was a testament to our               
drive, zeal and comradeship – in the truest sense of the word – that we could endure all the hardships                    
and still be proud of our achievements. I sincerely believe that the company and the landscape made                 
me the best possible version of myself: standing tall alongside a world that has not changed despite the                  
various quandaries the human race has found itself in. Put simply, it was life changing. 
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C - Photography 
 
31 May 

 

  
Hallgrímskirkja, the Lutheran church in Reykjavik 

 

  
Gathering supplies in Reykjavik before setting out 

 

 

On the way to Thórsmörk: Seljalandsfoss waterfall 
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1 June 
 

 
Middle Earth? Leaving Thórsmörk 

 

 
Northeastern face of Eyjafjallajökull, the infamous volcano 

 

 
Crossing our first river through ancient glacial landscape 
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Canyons and rivers leading towards Thórsmörk 

 

 
The team, full of optimism and naïvety 

 

 
Our first camping spot: exposed but sunny 
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2 June 

 
Into the valley - Myrdalsjökull glacier in the distance 

 

 
River crossing in mid-afternoon sunlight 

 

 
Beginning the hike across the plain, approaching midnight 
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Stopping point halfway across the snow plain - about 1am 

 

 
The sun disappears behind a mountain - 2am 

 

 
The infamous 4am river crossing 
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3 June 

 
The precarious snow bridge that just about held our weight  

 

 
Arriving at Alftavatn, a frozen lake 

 

 
Temporary sanctuary in the Alftavatn hut, surrounded by deep snow 
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4 June 

 
The peak (1000m above sea level). We turned back just beyond this point 

5 June 

 
Farewell to Alftavatn 

 

 
The precarious snow bridge is no longer upon our return 
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6 June 

 
River canyon en route to Thórsmörk 

 

 
Camping spot by a cascading waterfall  
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11 June 

 
Hitchhiking to Höfn (via Skaftafell) 

 

 
Our Canadian saviours, Marty and Vanessa 

 

 
Jökulsárlón, a glacial lagoon in Southern Iceland, around 2am 
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12 June 

 
Heading into the valley away from Höfn. We found several pairs of reindeer antlers 

 

 
The view out to sea from our first campsite 

 

 
The road ahead. We would subsequently scale the mountain in the far distance 
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13 June 

 
The major ascent - a series of waterfalls cascade into the valley 

 

 
Navigating the dangerous shale slopes 

 

 
Beginning the descent into a second valley, around midnight 
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14 June 

 
Spectacular views from the final summit 

 

 
Extraordinary colours - oxidised iron and copper 

18 June 

 
Returning to the UK, battered and bruised 
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